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ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional NXN array of coupled Josephson junctions,

each of size *, and Josephson length k » t„is shown to exhibit macro-

acopic weak superconductivity.The Josephson phase coherence here extends

across the array, vanishing diseontinuously at the Kosterlitz-Thouless

transition temperature. Thu transverse size N ', must be smaller than

a few times the effective Josephson screening length * ^ * , for
•J JO

a sharp transition to be seen.
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Recently, there has been considerable experimental interest in

the normal-to-superconducting transition of two-dimensional (2D) NXN arrays

of Josephson junctions ' . A 2D planar spin model exhibits a new type of

(3.4)
phase transition, first described by Kosterlitz and Thouless ' (KT) and

Berezinskii. Topological excitations or vortices of opposite vorticity,

interacting through a logarithmic potential, unbind above a temperature T ^ .

The KT transition has attracted attention because it involves a freezing-

out of disorder variables, rather than the onset of long-range order,

broadening our understanding of phase transitions.The 2D Josephson array

is of interest in this context because the cos (e - B) - type coupling

between neighbouring superconducting grains of phase t ' ) is isomorphic

to the 2D planar spin coupling s..s , so the array must also have a KT

transition. (The vortices in this case are thermally created quantized

tunneling currents centred in the oxide layer between the grains). Further-

more, the addition of disorder and dilution effects to the regular array

could lead to an understanding of granular superconducting films, where

irregular grains are coupled by tunneling through insulating layers.

The Josephson array is not just a macroscopic physical realization

of the £D XY model, but also exhibits novel features of its own: for example,

magnetic fields enter the Hamilton!an as cos (fl,-8. -A ) instead of -s H.

Furthermore, quantities like the JosephBon supercurrent, that have no

analogue in the XY model, can be directly measured.

Experimentally, following the pioneering work of Sanchez and Berchier

on up to 40x40 arrays, larger and larger systems have been prepared, and

the critical current, resistance above transition , and other properties

measured. Theoretical work on the Josephson array has been on the mean-

field level , or involved the taking over of phenomenological theories

or space-dependent dielectric constant approaches developed for homogene-

ous superfiuids and superconductors ' . However, the characteristic

aspect of the Josephson array is that it is made up of discrete elements

(9)
that each exhibit1weak superconductivity . This means a sinusoidal

current-phase relation (rather than a gradient), a differential equation

(1)



connecting the phase and the magnetic field; and a characteristic length

*,- governing spatial variation inside a junction. The question is: what
JO

form of superconducting phase coherence occurs below transition, and how is

superconductivity lost at T ?
KT (4)

In this work we outline a microscopic scaling'"" approach to

(10)
calculate the field-dependence of the Josephson phase for a lattice

model of the array. Results for the critical current and field-dependent

KT transition temperature are also given. The basic new result is that for

T < T the whole NXN array can in some sense be regarded as a giant weak

superconductor, with the familiar single-junction phase coherence now

extending across the entire system, and vanishing suddenly at T .

Consider an NXN array of square superconducting grains of area
2

( 1,-^S), bulk penetration death X,"and thickness ri, centred on a square

lattice of lattice constant T 0 , with an oxide layer <5 << t, between the

grains. If the critical current for a single junction is I , then for a

2 1/2
Josepfison screening length X = ("fie i,d/8'el (2X+6)) >>TD the tunneling

JO JO
curren'.d can Jie taken as uniforai across a face, and the array may he modelled
by the 'Josephson Lattice' hsmiltonian (9 = a -9 )

ij i j

H/kzr = -

Here A is a line integral of til" vector potential
(1)

with tunneling currents running along the bonds,

= lco<s.-ri = Kc(Ui) Sir?/e/<%)

(3)
The angular brackets denote an average with -cr-prct. to (1).

An effective critical current (per junction), s-id ar effective

Josephson phase have been defined in (3), that tc leading oriic in A. ,, are

- 3 -
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given by

(4)
and by

(5)
where all averages are now in zero field. The response function of the phase,

due to the field, is given in terms of a four-point or bond-bond correlation

function

(6)
where ij and kl are nearest neighbours.

The partition function Z{1 8 - A 1 ), like that in zero field,
ij ij

can be written in terms of a vertex partition function tl:̂ ou£h a duality

transformation that separates spin waves ( * ) and vortices t m ) ,so that

Z((e - A } );L 2 Z ( { m + * } 1. The vector potential I A 1 enters

only through the flux (*„). where • is the discrete "line integral" of

A round a lattice square centred at T, * - tf £ /
rs T (T) ra

The basic trick to evaluate (6) is to notice that the relevant

phase factor correlation <e e k l > can be written in terms of

a vortex partition function Z ( < • + i T }). Here pairs of fixed, non-

integer, pure imaginary flux points{iT )span the singled-out correlation

(10) (4)

bonds . The Kosterlitz scaling procedure for 2 i I n } ) can then be

taken over.

Doing th.M angular integrals {6, } of the phase correlation function
the standard duality tr»i:<fi-

(11)
yields:



"

)

(7)

Here e
 t u is the fourier coefficient of the periodic function e

K ° C ° S S t u,

{ n } are integer labels, s is non-zero only on the correlation bonds

ij, kl and p" in the middle equality labels the four nearest neighbour sites

of t. Lower case labels {t} refer to sites on the original lattice, upper

case labels t Tito sites on the dual lattice, centred at the faces of the

original lattice squares. (Relabelling of variables defined on the original

lattice, like s , to the dual, lattice, is done by the convention r

= 2 x r* , J out of the paper). Doing a gaussian spin-wave truncation
*• 2
•V (JO — -x /2K and performing the functional integral gives

(11)

(3)

where

are like 'dipoles' of size T and of charge + i/2it K , related to the
O "* O

projection functions n « f Jose' et al. Here, the vortex partition

function ia a configuration sum S" 171»

(10)
where the number of positive and negative charges are equal N i N , with

charge neutrality rci = 0 maintained, and with m = O,+ 1 dominating

configurations with higher integer charge. The potential U^ ia defined in
oT

terms of the square lattice Greens function G that in fourier space is
-1

G(q) =[ 4-2 cos q t - 2 cos q T ] , and is given by

(11)

The Kcsterlitz scaling procedure involves an iterative integration

out of neutral thermal pairs I HI )of separation T ,i + di , and a rescaling

to yield effective coupling K and an effective fugacity y . This can be

repeated for (8), with K the same, to O(l/N) . Ultimately, after inte-

grating out all thermal pairs, one is left with the (unchanged) if charges

interacting through K = K /e , where e is the Coulomb gas dielectric

* ° (13)
constant. From the physically appropriate projection •

/

(12)
and from (5) and (6), '

far off u f i t - p. i,.. •

^ - .? T. » . , s si V P I ri..

'iMst di fi'f i encf through the ij th bond due to

• [•• i - f i i - i M • H d u a l f l u x p a i r s , A • 2 » * =
Kl K

(13)
Here (18) below, for the critical current, has been used.

From the 1/e prefactor in (13) it is clear that the coherent,

long-range phase vanishes discontinuously for T > T , corresponding to the

plasma state of the 2D Coulomb gas.

For aii isolated tunnel junction the phase-field variation, in the

(2 X+ S) region around the oxide layer,is given by the familiar Josephson

(9)
differential equation , To understand the behaviour of the entire array,

consider an external magnetic field distribution that varies slowly an a

scale T in the v direction but it confined to a strip T in the x
o o

direction. This mimics the field distribution at an isolated junction. Screening

effects insidea grain are ignored. Then, defining a coarse-grained phase difference

Y S. * T(?.J and magnetic field 4* T B(r )/(hc/2e), the difference

- 5 -
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of the phase between r and r + Sy J in the strip ( « y»t ) is given by

( ?)3(?)

(14)

In obtaining (14), the difference between the Greens functions, like

GT = G(r -r ), has been written as a line integral of a gradient and the

original-to-dual lattice conversion - 2 used. The line

IQ) 2

integral difference is completed as a loop , that encloses (<5yi )A
o o

flux points.

Stokes' theorem then gives a phase-field differential equation

for the JoBephson array as a whole:

eff

(15)

Apart from the 1/e factor and T playing the role of 2k , this is just the

Joseph.,on,equation describing a single junction. Combining thi.-; with

Maxwell's equation, f (r)obeys a 2D cine-Gordr.n-like equation scaled !:• a \

The array is thus in some sense like an expanded, 2D Josephson junction.

Setting T * 2x to include screening effects within a grain, this new

characteristic length is

(16)

As 1/E drops to zero discontinuous l.y at T , the analogue of the Nelson-
KT'

eff
Kosterlitz drop in the superfiuid density will show up in i , a,; plotted

J
schematically in Fig. 1. Fr™ (1), a sealed quantity I'-iat exhibits a univer-

sal drop is

T

y

(17)

For homogeneous superconductor films of th';knes;- d, 9easley,

Moaij and Orlando
(15)

pointed out that a sharp KT transition could only

be seen for films of transverse size w < *^= * /d, the transverse penetra-

tion depth. Only in this regime would vortices be geometrically constrained

to see only the logarithmic, unscreened part of their interaction potential.

For the Josephson array, X is the scale on which magnetic screening
J

and self-consistency effects appear, from the fields of the tunneling

currents. Thus a similar condition, N T < 5 1 , say , must apply,
o J

for si sharp KT transition. This is also the regime where the field {* )

in the array can be taken as externally determined, T cannot be too small,
° (10)

however, as capacitive charging effects have been neglected . For par-

o o -S
ameters T = 10 microns, d = 500 A , A = 2000 A, I = 1 0 Amps, and junction

o ^ 0

capacitance .05 F, one gets T ~. 3°K and * ~ .063 cms. and the
KT J

model applies for a 100 x 100 lattice.

The effective critical current of (4) can be evaluated similarly

to {8), and 4 y, , -2f<i. it V3"

K =
(18)

where K ~exp( | T - T | ) is the Kosterlitz length, that appears in the
KT KT

free energy, F - £-2 . As < cos e..> in (4) is an average energy, it is
K T i J

reasonable that it should have the same type of singularity.

The field dependence T (H) of the transition temperature, for
KT

overall neutral spatially varying fields such that *-< • = 0, has also

been investigated. As y <1 in (10), the dominant configurations ares

those which make (m + o) scaliest. If » = n = 1,2,3... then a

vortex m - -n will loci', onto the site, effectively cancelling field

effects. The transition temperature T (H), and dependent quantities like

-1/2
the resistance abt.ve transition F ~^3j - exp(- | T-T (H)j ) will oscillate

as a function of ''iold, ir» rultiples of the flux quantum per site.

Further calculations are underway regarding dissipative effects

and the dynamic response.
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